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Abstract
Insurance fraud is a false misinterpretation of a matter of fact to obtain a financial gain from an insurance claim process. This result when a claimant attempts to achieve some financial boost which he/she is not supposed to obtain. Nowadays, the scenario has changed in such a way that in a developing country like India, the realization to get insured has substantially increased over the period of twenty to thirty years. The increase in insurance claims also led to an increase in the fraudulent claims which led to the necessity to detect these claims at the earliest so as to reduce financial losses to the insurance companies. Data mining methods help in detecting frauds to a great extent. An overview of the supervised, unsupervised and hybrid learning methodologies for insurance fraud detection is discussed in this paper.
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Introduction
Insurance is a procedure by which an insurance company or state assures a compensation for specified loss, damage, illness or death in return for payment of a specified premium. In other words, insurance is a plan providing protection against a possible eventuality. Insurance in India is broadly classified into life, motor, health, travel, home, rural, commercial and business insurance. The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority, an agency of the Government of India, is the regulatory body for the insurance sector’s supervision and development in India. This agency was established in the year 1999 by the Indian Government, for two significant reasons, to protect the interest of the policy holders and for the promotion of the entire insurance sector right from the approach adopted by the existing insurance companies towards their shareholders to the eradication of the shortcomings of the industry. [1]

Intention to deceive, conceal or distort relevant information affecting benefits or derive undue benefits from Insurance industry is known as Insurance Frauds. Fraudulent claims costs crores of rupees annually. Insurance crimes range in severity, from slightly exaggerating claims to deliberately causing accidents. [2] Fraudulent activities affect the insurance providers as well as the policy holders equally since it is a financial loss either by the disposal of funds for fraudulent claims or by the increase in premium amount which has to be incurred by the customer. Insurance fraud is a significant problem, and both government and other organizations should make intense efforts to deter such activities. As automation takes place in all sectors of business, fraud detection also achieved a new paradigm with the introduction of data mining concept. Data mining offers a backing in detecting frauds efficiently and effectively.

Data Mining
Data Mining is the process of selecting, exploring and analyzing large amounts of data to mine previously unknown fact, which might prove to be a solution to the existing problem. In insurance industry, data mining and business intelligence work hand in hand to detect such fraudulent activities. Data Mining is the intrinsic part of the integrated information
technology software that is usually referred as ‘Business Intelligence’. These Information technology systems commences with the data warehousing, followed by Online analytical processing(OLAP) and concludes with the data mining methods. [3] This paper confines to the study and analysis of the various supervised, unsupervised and hybrid data mining methods employed to detect health insurance frauds. It is not possible to fully expunge frauds in this sector but can be reduced with the help of data mining methods and other business solutions. Figure:1 shows the data mining process for a business solution. [4]

Frauds are of different types in healthcare, mainly comprises of:

a) Billing services not rendered
b) Upcoding
c) Duplicate claims
d) Unbundling
e) Kickbacks

Supervised Learning Methods
Supervised learning methodologies works with the help of training data which includes both the input and the desired results. In some cases, correct results are identified and are given as input to the model during the learning process. Building up of a proper training validation and test set are very important. Supervised learning is usually fast and precise. [7] Decision tree, classification, regression are the major examples of supervised learning in insurance fraud detection domain.

Unsupervised Learning Methods
Unsupervised learning is a methodology where the training set is not available and finding patterns or structure in the data has to be done independently. This method typically analyses an insurance claim’s attributes in relation to other claims and discover how they are related to or differ from each other. Algorithms are ported to the devices to explore and present the interesting pattern in the data. Some known examples of this learning are k-means for clustering techniques, outlier detection and Apriori algorithm for association rule learning problems. [7]

Hybrid Learning Methods
This methodology uses mainly unlabeled and a small amount of labelled input data. The usage of some labelled data can greatly enhance the efficiency of unsupervised learning tasks. [8] The model must learn the structure to organize the data as well as make predictions. The actual problem resides in between supervised and unsupervised learning. A study followed a three-step procedure for insurance fraud detection. It applied unsupervised clustering methods on insurance claims and modelled a variety of labelled clusters. Then they used an algorithm based on a supervised classification tree and discovered rules for the allocation of each record to clusters. They generated the most effective rules for future identification of fraud behaviors. [9]

Importance of Hybrid learning
Labeled data are difficult to obtain while unlabeled data are plenty, but inefficient in fraud detection therefore hybrid learning is a good solution to minimize human effort and improve accuracy. [10] The aim of hybrid learning is to explore the combined effort of labelled and unlabeled data which might change the learning environment and formulate algorithms for effective fraud detection. This learning is interesting in machine learning and data mining concepts because it can make use of the unlabeled data to improvise supervised learning which are limited and expensive. Semi-supervised learning models such as self-training mixture models-training and Multiview learning, graph-based methods and semi-supervised support vector machines are the existing ones.
Methods in Hybrid learning
Because of the scarcity of the supervised or labelled data, hybrid learning models make strong model predictions. So, one should carefully choose a model which best fits the problem structure. Commonly deployed hybrid learning methods in this field are
- Generative Model
- Graph based Model
- Self-Training
- Employing Class Proportion Model

Unsupervised method proceeded by supervised method usually give way to discovery of knowledge in a hierarchical manner.
Rashidian et al applied supervised and unsupervised datamining techniques to detect healthcare frauds. SVM, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and decision trees were used from supervised learning and clustering, outlier detection and association rules were used from the unsupervised learning methodology. [12] They were able to retrieve better results by the hybrid learning method than by using any one methodology.
Anuradha et al integrates SVM (Support Vector Machine) and ECM (Evolving Clustering Method) in health insurance field for fraud detection. They used SVM algorithm was used for classification and EVM algorithm was used for clustering. [13] Applying these two methods, the system was trained to draw a boundary between legitimate and fraudulent claims with more accuracy.
Peng et al constructed a model to detect suspicious health care frauds from large databases using clustering techniques. [14] They applied two clustering methods namely SAS EM and CLUTO to health insurance dataset and compares their capability. CLUTO was faster but SAS EM gave more useful clusters.
Williams and Huang combined clustering algorithms and decision trees to detect insurance subscribers’ fraud. [15] A three-step “divide and conquer” procedure was used to find the solution.
Abraham et al introduced two hybrid ideas for modelling Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Decision trees and SVMs are joined as a hierarchical hybrid intelligent model and an ensemble approach connecting the main classifiers. [16] This hybrid fraud detection model incorporates the classifiers and other hybrid machine learning approaches to bring out maximum fraud detection accuracy and reduce computational intricacy.
Zhang et al overviewed the advanced supervised machine learning and natural language processing techniques to the problem of detecting anomalies in financial reporting documents. [17] Kose et al framed an innovative framework to expose fraudulent cases independent of the actors and entities involved in the claims. Interactive machine learning incorporating expert knowledge in an unsupervised setting was applied. They used pairwise comparison method of Analytical Hierarchical Processing (AHP) for weighing the actors and attributes and Expectation Maximization (EM) for clustering similar actors. Two stage data warehousing for proactive risk calculations, visualization tools for effective analyzing and Z-score and standardization to formulate the risks were also employed. [18] The framework which was named eFAD suite effectively handles the fragmented nature of the abnormal behaviors.
Major et al used hybrid learning in EFD (Electronic Fraud Detection). They used knowledge discovery techniques on two levels. [19] First, integrating knowledge with statistical information assessment and second machine learning was used to mould new guidelines and highlight the identification process.

Conclusion
Supervised learning methods applied to detect frauds gave accurate results but to access labeled data is expensive and limited. In order to overcome this scenario, unsupervised
learning methods were introduced and this too had limitations of training the data which was time consuming and results might not be accurate as the supervised learning. With the induction of the hybrid learning method, which incorporates the supervised and unsupervised learning methodologies, fraud detection in insurance industry have become easier and cost-effective. It gives an insight to improvise the existing fraud detection methodologies, not only in insurance sector but also in other business sectors.
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